15 YEARS

Experience

About
FLOOR FASHION
Established in 2006 is one of the biggest wooden
flooing and PVC flooring showroom in Ernakulam,
Kerala. We also have a sales office at Bangalore,
Karnataka. & Secundrabad / Hyderabad , Andhra
Pradesh. We are distributors for major brands of
wooden laminate floors, solid wood, PVC floors, SPC
floors, Carpets and Deck exterior floorings.

KERALA

#41, Chittoor Rd, Pullepady
Ernakulam, Kerala - 682035
+91 9447042102
+91 9400461220

floorfashion@gmail.com

BANGALORE

#103/103, Hennur Bagalur
road, Byrathi Bande,
Bangalore- 562147
+91 9900743700

floorfashionbangalore@gmail.com

www.floorfashiononline.com

SECUNDRABAD

FLOOR FASHION "Hishaam" 8-5-295/6 ,
Plot No.6 Vittal Enclave, Dubai gate ,
Old Bowenpally, Secundrabad : 500009.
Andhra Pradesh.
+91 8977868394

floorfashion@gmail.com

SITE AREAS
WHERE WE SERVE
Find The Perfect Floor Dream it, Imagine it,
Achieve it. Floor fashion. Our flooring is
available for ......
HOSPITALS, LABS & CLINIC
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SOLID AND ENGINEERING
WOOD FLOORS

ENGINEERED FLOORING

EDUCATION & SPORTS INSTITUTIONSS

Laminate flooring is not actually real flooring

HOTELS, RESORTS & CLUB HOUSES

but looks like it, with the appearance being

INDEPENDENT HOUSES & RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS

provided by a photographic image of wood. This

INDUSTRIAL / I T / ELECTRONIC PARKS

(HDF) made of compressed fibres and the

GYMS / HEALTH CLUB / ZUMBA FLOORS

material is covered in a melamine wear layer,

is placed on top of a core High Density Board

which is what gives laminate flooring its famed
toughness.

SOLID WOOD FLOORING

OUR PRODUCTS
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Solid wood flooring brings the natural outdoors

inside and is ideal for those who want the
warmth and beauty of a real wood floor. As it is a

LAMINATE FLOOR

natural product every hardwood floor installed
will be individual and different from the next.

Laminate flooring is not actually real flooring but looks like it,
with the appearance being provided by a photographic
image of wood. This is placed on top of a core High Density
Board (HDF) made of compressed fibres and the material is
covered in a melamine wear layer, which is what gives
laminate flooring its famed toughness.
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HOSPITAL FLOORS

HOSPITAL FLOORING FROM GERFLOR

GERFLOR With Over 50 years of experiene in the

health Care market and more than 32 million
square metres installated through out the world.
GERFLOR range is internationally acclaimed to
meet your neds. GERFLOR gurantees you top
performance flooring ideally suited to your
specific requirement.
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DECK FLOORING
As outdoor living becomes a rapidly growing
lifestyle phenomenon, outdoor flooring is
emerging as an intimate element of outdoor
living. You are almost always in contact with it.
Consequently, you ask a lot from it. There are so
many reasons to love EGO Deck Tiles.
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SPORTS FLOORS

SPORTS FLOOR FROM DISENO / GERFLOR

In Sports Field, DIESNO is used in all major indoor International stadiums. For every sport
you get a specialised floor for its quality, You can also chose a floor which is a multi user in
sports floor.
DISENO is available in different thickness and layers for regular use and sports use. DISENO
BENTA 4.0 / 4.8 / 6.2 / 6.8 / 9.0MM and DISENO BOGER 4.5 / 6.5 / 8.0 MM
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ARIFICIAL TURF GRASS

SYNTHETIC ARTIFICAL LAWN / SPORTS

Our premium synthetic lawns use the finest synthetic lawn on the market, Golden Bear Turf
™, an aptly named product that simulates the look, feel and performance natural grass and
ill make your home or commercial landscape the envy of your neighbors. Our synthetic
lawns are built to remain perfect in any weather conditions, and require little or no
maintenance. That means your job isn’t to water, mow, or fertilize… only enjoy
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GYM, HEALTH CLUB FLOORS

FLOORING FOR GYMS, HEALTH CLUBS,
SPAS & PHYSIOTHERAPY CENTERS

Our premium synthetic lawns use the finest synthetic lawn on the market, Golden Bear Turf
™, an aptly named product that simulates the look, feel and performance natural grass and
ill make your home or commercial landscape the envy of your neighbors. Our synthetic
lawns are built to remain perfect in any weather conditions, and require little or no
maintenance. That means your job isn’t to water, mow, or fertilize… only enjoy
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VINYL, PVC FLOORS, CUSHION MAT

PVC PLANKS

Everyone loves the look of Laminatd / hardwood floors. Wood flooring warms up even the
coldest basement, and creates a cozy feeling in any room’s interior design. Unfortunately,
laminated / hardwood floors can be bit expensive. The installation process itself requires a
professional for quality results.
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CARPET

TREND NON WOVEN SYNTHETIC CARPET

Non woven synthetic carpets synthetic are machine weaved carpets with a silk feel. They
may be designed and patterned in the same way as a silk carpet and present the same
aesthetic values. They may be finely knotted with 250 or more knots per square inch. For the
purpose of making these carpets, six types of synthetic yarns may be used: Nylon,
Polypropylene (Olefin), Polyester, Acrylic
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LAMINATE FLOOR SHADES

LAMINATE HDF(WOODEN) FLOORING
Measure Length & Breadth of the room.
- Area of the room = LxB
- Length of the skirting / beeding needed = (LxB)x2.
If pillar /additional wall/cupboard in room. Add the around of the
pillar/wall/cupboard to No.b.
- Length of the door profile /reducer = width of the door. ADD 8% WASTAGE
TO A,B,C WHILE PLACING ORDER AS WASTAGE IS EXPECTED.
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PEPS MATTRESS

HERE’S WHERE WORLD-CLASS SLEEP
PRODUCTS ARE BORN.
Peps Industries is India's only manufacturer of sleep systems to match the exact quality and
technology benchmarks defined by Restonic Corporation of USA. Peps' unique expertise and
insights on the Indian consumer, strengthens an already formidable partnership.
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PVC COMMERCIAL STRIP CURTAIN
PVC Strip Curtains products specially made from developed PVC material, which offers a cost
effective and a simple way to control temperature, humidity and prevent the incoming of
dust and insects. PVC strip are ideal for frozen rooms, such as chillers and cold stores, to our
anti-static flame retardant strip curtains, internal and external thermal partitions, as a barrier
against fumes, dust or flying insects, birds etc. They are ideal for maintaining an ambient
temperature for your warehouse or cold-store, keeping out unwanted pests, restricting the
movement of air pollutants or isolating noisy machinery.

500

Flooring Shades

1670

Satisfied Clients

PRESITIGEOUS BRANDS WE DEAL IN

1500

Project Complete

